SUPPORT

• Help Desk – (573) 341-4357 or help.mst.edu
• Friendly EdTech Staff – Consultations and Assistance
• Contact EdTech (edtech@mst.edu) to schedule the use of the eStudio
• Visit EdTech U for on site help and assistance from EdTech staff
• Stay tuned to eConnection and EDUMINE mailing list for important announcements about learning opportunities for the eStudio technologies!

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO:

• record a class lecture?
• collaborate using a Google Doc or Site?
• use a SMART Podium to annotate content?
• conduct virtual office hours?
• conduct class when you can't get to campus?
• how to make a video or screencast?
• edit a video or screencast?

THEN THE eSTUDIO MAY BE FOR YOU!